A Proposed Capital Campaign to Address Our
Capital Improvement Needs
Salem Lutheran Church
Sycamore, IL

Introduction

Salem Lutheran Church is a vibrant community that dates back to 1870. For over 150 years, our church
has been ministering to the needs of our community. And while facilities and faces have changed over the
years, one thing remains the same…our commitment to Christ, to one another, and to the betterment of
our community.
Our church today is an active community comprised of over 320 households. Led by a dedicated pastor
and strong corps of lay leaders and volunteers, there is an increasing number of ways that people of all
ages can participate in the spiritual, educational, social and service ministries of our church.
Yet, despite our accomplishments and strong heritage of activity, some significant challenges remain.

God calls us to care for and cultivate all that He has given us…
not to be complacent, but rather, to constantly strive to be better, to build on and
improve what we have… always trying to realize our God-given potential.
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Our Needs

Infrastructure Improvements
Our building is over 50 years old and various infrastructure needs require immediate attention, including:


Tuckpointing. The mortar is crumbling in many areas on the exterior brick which has allowed water
to penetrate our building. This has caused extensive interior water damage that will continue which
will become increasingly expensive to repair.



Window Replacement. The energy inefficiency of our old, single-paned windows and their
associated costs is staggering. Also, due to the stress being put on the windows due to our tuckpointing needs, many of these windows have cracked or are broken. The windows facing the parking
lot are in the worst shape, but eventually, all of these damaged or inefficient windows need to be
replaced.



New HVAC System. Our HVAC system is almost 30 years old and nearing the end of its existing
life. It’s constantly in danger of quitting and has many pinpoint leaks. It’s not cost or energy efficient
and was not built to adequately heat and cool a building of our size. It lacks duct work to heat and
cool spaces in various zones more evenly and adequately.

Church Facility Improvements
We also need to make further improvements within our church facility.


Improved Gathering Space. In our cottage meetings, strong sentiment was expressed to enlarge the
entryway into our sanctuary. Our current, cramped space encourages people to rush out of worship
and to their cars after services where we miss out on the opportunity to meet, greet and get to know
each other better. Our current café is too small and can’t possibly accommodate the number of people
we hope would gather in an expanded space. Plus, the space is somewhat dark and devoid of natural
light.



Expanded Sunday School Wing, Main Floor Restrooms. Currently, we have no family restroom
and only two, single toilet restrooms in the Sunday School Wing of our facility with no hot water.
These restrooms are not sufficient, nor are they easily accessible by people with a walker or a
wheelchair, which is not compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act building code
requirements and is also an affront to our sense of fairness and friendliness as a church community.



East Wing Emergency Exit. Building codes and prudent safety measures require that we create
another emergency exit – this one in the east wing (Staff/Chapel Lounge Wing) of the building, near
our church offices and chapel lounge.



Improved Storage for Food Pantry. Our primary community outreach program has been so
successful that we have outgrown our current storage space and spill over into the Fellowship Hall,
impacting activities there. Our volunteers, who work so hard on this important and exceptional
ministry deserve adequate and appropriate space to sort and store food items.
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New Patio Ramp. Our existing ramp to the patio area is too steep, often slippery, is unsafe and not
up to current code requirements.



New West Side Stairway. Our east side stairway, the only stairway that leads to our lower level from
the narthex, is always heavily congested and doesn’t lead directly to our Sunday School check-in
area.



Enlarged Children’s Area Narthex & Sunday School Check-In Area. We currently don’t have an
ample area to check in Sunday School students which we feel is important for the safety and security
of our children and sense of welcoming and hospitality that we would like for them. The current ad
hoc check in space has students spilling into our Fellowship Hall and teachers have little control over
who has access to that space, leading to confusion for the children and their parents.



Improved Sanctuary Seating. Our current sanctuary seating has pews in long rows, from the front
to back of our sanctuary. This makes it difficult for people seated in the back of the sanctuary to
clearly see and hear what’s happening at the head of the sanctuary. Congregants feel disconnected
from one another and our seating does not create the close, participatory worship experience that we
would ideally like to see. Our fixed pew seating additionally does not allow us to create
moveable/flexible seating for different kinds of worship and gatherings as the needs for our
congregations may demand – now and in the future.

God asks us to care for and improve on all He has entrusted to us. This is the
essence of what it means to be good stewards of God’s various gifts.
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Our Plans
To address these needs, we have an exciting plan which calls for various infrastructure and other facility
improvements.

Infrastructure Improvements
At the forefront of our plans are various infrastructure improvements including:


Tuckpointing. Contractors will remove old, disintegrating mortar from the brick joints and replace it
with new mortar, thus creating a more stable, watertight and attractive building structure that will
serve the next generation of members and reduce maintenance and energy costs.



Window Replacement. Taking care of the tuckpointing work also allows us to replace our dated and
leaky windows with updated high-efficiency windows at the back side of the church and school,
including our Sunday School rooms. Fellowship Hall, Choir Room and the Office/Chapel Lounge
windows.



Improved HVAC System. We will additionally replace our outdated and ineffective heating,
ventilation and air conditioning system servicing the church building with an improved, more energy
and cost-efficient heating and cooling system. Additionally, re-ducting will allow us to achieve zoned
heating and cooling capabilities throughout our building. And this, together with the tuckpointing and
window replacement, will ensure greater comfort and cost-savings.

Church Facility Improvements
We also plan to make other improvements to our church facility to renew our building to meet our
existing and future needs and bring our building up to current code requirements.


Improved Gathering Space. We will enlarge the entryway into our sanctuary, effectively “pushing
out” the narthex which will allow for a more expansive and welcoming gathering space in the area
between the front door and the sanctuary. This expanded space will encourage people to gather to
greet and get to know one another better after services and, as a result, will help to build the much
more closely connected and ever more committed community of believers that we all desire and seek.
To additionally facilitate this, we will create a modest café area in the expanded narthex by enlarging
the west wing, effectively reconfiguring the two offices near the elevator where friends and families
can gather as a community. We also plan to incorporate a new “Vision Window” into this space
which will add an attractive visual element to this area and will also brighten it up a bit by bringing in
more natural light.



Expanded Sunday School Wing, Main Floor Restrooms. We will also add expanded, multi-stall
restroom facilities on the main floor of our Sunday School Wing for men, women and families that
will have both cold and warm water. Each of these restrooms will be ample enough to accommodate
walkers and wheelchairs which will bring us up to current code requirements and make our facility
more welcoming.



East Wing Emergency Exit. We also plan to create a new and needed emergency exit for the east
wing of our facility where staff offices and the chapel lounge are located which will make our
building safer for all within.
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Improved Storage for our Food Pantry. We also plan to expand our food pantry storage space by
breaking through the walls and repurposing current storage rooms on both sides of the existing
pantry. This enables us to expand the food products we store there and will enable us to expand this
much needed and appreciated outreach ministry.



New Patio Ramp. Our existing ramp to the patio area will also be replaced with a new ramp that is
less steep, slippery and much safer and will meet current building code requirements.



New West Side Stairway. A new west side stairway will also be added to provide access to our
buildings’ lower level to lessen the congestion on our existing eastside stairway. This new stairway
will lead directly to an expanded lower level narthex and more ample children’s area narthex and
Sunday School check-in area.



Enlarged Children’s Area Narthex & Sunday School Check-In Area. The enlarged children’s
area narthex and new permanent and prominent Sunday School check-in area will be created by
reconfiguring the Christian Education room and the closet next door. This will create a much more
ample, orderly, safe and secure place for checking students in and out of Sunday School and will
eliminate our spilling over into and having to use our Fellowship Hall for this purpose.



Improved Sanctuary Seating. We also plan to either angle our pews inward toward the front of our
sanctuary so that our congregants can see and hear one another better during worship services which
will create a greater sense of closeness and will enhance people’s worship experience, or we may
remove our pews entirely and replace them with more comfortable and moveable chairs, which will
create a more flexible space that we can easily reconfigure for different types of worship and
gatherings within this space. Whichever of these options we choose however, will be done in close
consultation with our members.
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Just as those before us have done, we are called to build a better church, and to
leave a legacy of improvement for those who follow us.
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Costs & Campaign
The total cost for addressing these various needs is estimated to be in the $2,200,000 range, an amount
that we would plan to raise in a specially conducted capital campaign where members would be asked to
prayerfully consider special gifts – over and above their current gifts to the church – in support of this
special project and need.
Gifts to the campaign could be made in a number or combination of ways. Pledges over a three-year
period would be minimally encouraged and probably essential to meeting our needs since it would be
impractical, if not impossible, to reach a goal of this magnitude with one-time, out-of-pocket gifts. Noncash gifts such as securities, real estate and personal property would also be accepted and encouraged as
would deferred gifts, such as life insurance policies, gifts in trust and gifts through one’s estate.

“Give, and it shall be given unto you”
Luke 6:38
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Summary
Through the generous prayerful, volunteer, and financial support of many – and the extraordinary support
of a few – we believe that we can succeed in our task. As a result, we are also confident of our continued
growth as a community of faith and in our ability to even better do God’s will and works. So thank you
for your feedback and support in advance.

Recognize that all you are and have, are gifts from God. Respond appropriately by
sharing what you have in a loving and lasting way with those who seek to do His will
and work. This is the essence of what it means to be a sound steward, to emulate
the example and become a disciple of the ultimate steward – Jesus Christ.
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